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About This Content

Tower!3D Pro - KPHX airport is an add-on airport for Tower!3D Pro giving you an additional airport for your controlling
challenge. With it's two short runways this airport will give you a unique experience requiring some precise controlling skills.

Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport is a civil/military public airport 3 miles southeast of downtown Phoenix. IATA:PHX,
ICAO:KPHX. It the 11th busiest airport in the USA and 29th worldwide.

It handles more than 1200 aircraft operations a day. It has 3 terminals and 126 aircraft gates.

Air traffic control tower began operations on January 14, 2007.

This is among the tallest control tower in North America.
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Title: Tower!3D Pro - KPHX airport
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
FeelThere
Publisher:
FeelThere
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64 bit Windows 7 Pro / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB dedicated video card

Storage: 700 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires Tower!3D Pro

English
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Very casual game .
Nice charming story & graphics .
A very good share expirience game for adults & youngsters .. who installed this?. Worth Playing-
-I bought it in a Steambundle!-. A lovely twist on the traditional co-op platformer. While it has a single player mode, I wouldn't
recommend it, co-op is where this game shines. While enjoyable, there are a few niggling problems that keep the game from
being perfect. The controls are, at times, sluggish. This makes some of the more precise puzzles a bit challenging to complete
and can cause them to feel tedious at times.
Overall a great game with a few kinks that one hopes can be worked out in future updates. 3.5\/5. What are you doing reading
this? you should be already buying this and become a  m a n o f c u l t u r e

Pros:

The gameplay is pretty smooth

Challenging bosses
Cons:

No achievements regarding difficulty
Got this on sale, so, for the price I payed is a  nice game . Growing Pains is one of those aggressively challenging
platformers in the Super Meat Boy mold. Unlike SMB, there isn't a great deal of gameplay here, with just nine scant
levels (albeit each containing three difficulty levels that adds traps). For the price I paid (greatly on sale), I feel I got
my money's worth and it was a perfect distraction for me during a time when I didn't feel like doing much else.
Your mileage may vary.. This is getting a positive review purely on the grounds that is has more to it than the
average clicker game (at least of the ones I've played). If you don't like clickers, than this will do little to change
that.
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I think this is not a game, but a pyschological experiment to see if you'll keep playing over a certain threshold. If you play for
over an hour, you're clearly a nihilistic suicidal murderous psychopath with low self-esteem and developmental problems  aka
current presidential material

My therapist said I was one, but I could only play this game for ~20 minutes.

Rating 2\/10 Not worth it, not even for free. Only download and play if you hate yourself.  Even with Pacman, the music was
not this annoying and once you ate all the "coins" the level would end and you could eat your enemies with powerups ... not so in
this nightmare endless maze with dumb AI enemies . A lot of potential. But it still needs a lot of work to be done.

-dribbling needs to be more smooth
-NPC need to react more teambased
-playing the ball should get more precise
-you should be able to combine plays with the teammates

But I am looking forward to future patches.. DATE = 14\/10\/2014

*** As stated by the developers its an Alpha product, If there was an Early Access program for software and not just games on
Steam they would have used it.

------ THE GOOD -------

- That being said, this product is already at a very usable position. Its got an fantastic node based UI which makes chopping and
changing your shaders a really easy experience.

- The integrated Text Editor is fantastic.

- I love the DARK UI, All of the tools I use i try and get the dark UI where possible (intellij, Sublime, Mono). Don't
underestimate the productivity increase when you love the environment you work in ;)

- The immediate feedback you get while seeing your effect on a model in real time is amazing. This is my first ever shader tool
and im very happy.

- THE DEVELOPERS ARE GREAT, this should not be played down at all. The day it released (at least when i found it), it had
a huge bug that prevented AMD GPU users from using the GLSL part of the app, it was completely broken. After a few of us
said so on the forum, the dev told us they were ON IT :) Then about 12 hours later there was an update that fixed it completely
:) Ive also seen them do the same with other bugs other users have had. They are very competent.

------THE BAD------

- There is still a lot to do to get this product where I think it could be. At this point in time it only supports DX, and Open GL4.

- In future I REALLY want to see OpenGL ES support for GLSL ES. I enjoy developing for mobile, so at this point in time I
only use ShaderTool to mess about on PC. I really would love to use this for Android stuff :)

-----------------------------------------------------------------

THE END

TLDR GOOD - Great App, Great Devs, Already VERY usable, TONS of potential..... GREAT DEVS ;)

TLDR BAD - Still very early in development, NO OpenGL ES Support yet.. This game great in it's simplicity. Addciting with
great graphics and music. Oh and it's pretty darm cheap!. one of the only things to make me cry like a ♥♥♥♥♥. Thank god I
was alone at the time.. A great idea, and shows a lot of potential.
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  So far it's rather simplistic, but fingers crossed for updates, and even in its current state I would recommend this game at its
current price if you really want to support this idea (As of review date, \u00a32.99). Maybe wait for a sale if you're only
interested in gameplay (Which is fair, I mean you're here for games to play), or who knows, future updates may add more core
gameplay. It's fun visiting familiar places, whizzing around and just playing about. From your home town, to tourist locations, to
tiny islands in the middle of the ocean, there's all sorts of odd places you can visit.

  As for actual gameplay, as I've stated it's rather simplistic. Shoot enemy 'pods', kill enemies and collect energy, spawn your
own 'defence point' when you have enough energy, defend from swarms of enemies while blowing up spawner airships, repeat.
Only two enemy types (rush melee blobs, and larger floating spawner blobs) currently, and then there's the 'pods' that don't
really attack and only spawn enemy melee units when destroyed. Sadly there's no minimap or compass in game currently, so it's
easy to get lost as you explore.

  Still, I have enjoyed this so far and even as just a proof of concept it's rather interesting and worth supporting.. I really enjoy
Aerie and how it has improved over the past few months, so I figured I'd pick this up as well. I was nervous about getting
seasick, but fortunately that never became a problem.

The graphics are some of the best I've seen in VR. Hopefully the devs will add more content as they did to Aerie, because I'd
like to spend more time here. It's well worth the price if you love pirate ships.. I love games like this. I usually knock them out
in one night though. We shall see how long this game challenges me.
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